
ONE of the purposes of an election is to enable voters to change the government if they wish 

to (“Fragmented Britain needs a better way to vote”, News Review, last week). This purpose 

is not well served by Vernon Bogdanor’s advocacy of proportional representation (PR). In 

many systems of PR the vote is for political parties, not for individual MPs.  

The outcome, as in Austria, Holland and many other countries, is usually a small shift in 

emphasis between centre-left and centre-right parties, so there is a slight shuffling of 

portfolios. After a time the electorate gets desperate at this immobility and starts to move to 

the extremes, as we now see across Europe and especially in Greece.  

The British system enables the electorate to vote for one party or another and to give its 

leader a clear mandate, a process we are used to and that serves us well. The result of PR in 

the UK for the European parliament is that almost no one knows or cares who their MEP is 

— an outcome Bogdanor surely does not support. 

Anthony Pick, Newbury 

BALLOT POINT  

A superb piece. Of the 13 candidates in last year’s Rochester and Strood by-election there 

were three main runners. To have voted for the others would have been a wasted ballot, so I 

went for Ukip as a protest against voting. 

Rod Atkin , Strood, Kent  

 

Urging caution on alliance with Saudis  

DESPITE James Rubin’s pro-Saudi Arabia stance in “The Saudis can be brutal but it’s our 

backs they are covering” (Comment, last week), King Abdullah helped to destabilise the 

Middle East by playing the sectarian card against the “apostate” Shi’ites.  

He facilitated the emergence in Syria and Iraq of Isis and would have had the West go to war 

with Iran rather than seek a rapprochement. Western powers joined him in seeking the 

overthrow of President Bashar al-Assad’s secular regime, the far lesser evil.  

Yugo Kovach, Winterborne Houghton, Dorset  

HEAVY PRICE  

The hubris of Rubin’s article is typical of countless American governments. He mentions 

how well the late Saudi king got on with the former US secretary of state Madeleine Albright. 

No wonder. When the latter was asked whether the deaths of half a million Iraqi children as a 

result of US sanctions were worth it, she replied, “I think this is a very hard choice, but the 

price — we think the price is worth it.”  

I think this says why American foreign policy has been the cause of so much trouble around 

the world: it deems some lives more precious than others.  

Paul Harty, Mqabba, Malta 

 

Ofsted inspections less than satisfactory  



THE excellent column by Camilla Cavendish laid bare Ofsted’s inadequacies (“Do come in, 

bumbling Inspector Ofsted, the school was expecting you”, Comment, last week). My own 

experiences with this crew (it went through various guises during my 37-year teaching 

career) never rose above the irritating, engendered constant eyeball-rolling and was 

invariably infuriating.  

On one occasion the inspector averred that as only 14 of a discussion group had spoken, the 

remaining seven clearly knew nothing and cared less. I more or less forced him to repeat this 

facile observation to the assembly, whereupon one of the silent ones shot to her feet unbidden 

and roundly lambasted him, pointing out that she was naturally reticent, did not enjoy 

speaking out and was dubious as to whether that state of affairs would ever change, before 

ending her tirade with the damning statement that to equate silence with ignorance was 

idiocy. She sat down to a round of applause. The official grudgingly revealed he had never 

taught but had been drafted in from business.  

I welcome Ofsted’s unannounced visits. All too often I witnessed colleagues driven to near-

hysteria by an impending inspection. 

Andrew Cobb, Bath 

WELL SCHOOLED  

As a one-time Ofsted inspector, and having visited several hundred primary schools, I’ve 

never known a good teacher’s career broken by the stress of an inspection — indeed quite the 

reverse, as high quality is recognised.  

Effective schools do not have to spend time repainting, photocopying or improving safety and 

security. Nor do they “ensure that the two most difficult ADHD children were not in the 

classroom”, which is a clear contravention of the inspection process.  

Schools that find such actions necessary are exactly those that need inspecting. 

John Bayliss, Solihull  

Losing weight and regaining dignity  

AT LAST some straight talking on tackling obesity (“Fat chance of solving the obesity 

problem if we keep blaming others”, Comment, last week).  

Since late November, I have lost more than a stone, dropped three waist sizes and feel much 

fitter. How? Eating less, eating healthier food and taking more exercise. I have also spent 

less, giving the lie to healthier eating being more expensive.  

I’m still overweight, so the regime continues. Not a diet, but a change in lifestyle. I’ve been 

fat most of my adult life. The only person doing something or likely to do something about it 

is me. Well done Gillian Bowditch for saying what obese people need to hear.  

Gerald Hope, Glasgow  

SMOKES AND MIRRORS  



Don’t be fooled that new tobacco packaging will increase the volume of illicit product 

(“Warning that ‘plain packaging’ will boost tobacco black market”, Mark Macaskill, News, 

last week).  

This is purely an alarmist claim from the tobacco industry and its supporters. Official 

statistics from Australia, where so-called plain packs are already in use, show illicit tobacco 

has not increased.  

The latest expert opinion from HMRC referred to by UK junior health minister Jane Ellison 

as she announced the move to bring forward plain packs legislation, concludes the move will 

have no impact on the level of counterfeit product. They retain the security features of current 

packaging and are no easier to copy.  

MPs will soon vote on standardised packaging legislation and must not be deflected from 

supporting a crucial health measure.  

Sheila Duffy  

Chief executive, ASH Scotland, Edinburgh 
 

A&E is right to open doors to all comers  

WHERE would your correspondent Robin Pooley draw the line on admitting “self-inflicted 

cases” to A&E (“Weeding out drunks would patch up A&E waiting times”, Letters, last 

week)? Should we also turn away those with smoking-related symptoms, or perhaps 

sportsmen who choose to play rugby instead of tiddlywinks on a Saturday afternoon and 

arrive with injuries sustained in a game, or anybody in a car accident that was perhaps caused 

by their reckless driving? The NHS supports many people who arrive at A&E with what 

could be described as self-inflicted conditions.  

Elizabeth Meatyard (former nurse), Thames Ditton, Surrey  

CASUALTIES OF RISK-AVERSE CULTURE  

One of the reasons intoxicated patients clog up overworked hospital casualty units is simple 

— the risk-averse blame culture afflicting our public services. A few decades ago a drunk 

was regarded — rightly or wrongly — as just a drunk and treated accordingly. In medical 

terms, however, a drunk is a dangerously ill person suffering from acute alcohol poisoning 

and requires immediate medical care. Neither the police nor the NHS wishes to be blamed for 

any deterioration — or worse — in the patient’s condition; hence the reluctance to take such 

individuals into custody, or to refuse or delay medical attention.  

Of course the proper way to remedy this situation would be to hold the recovered inebriate 

fully and publicly to account for the cost of their care and for the delays and other 

consequences to those patients whose ailments were not self-inflicted. In practice this would 

seldom be achievable. 

David Solomon Police Inspector (retired), St Albans  

CURRANT AFFAIRS  



Last week’s editorial “Fruitcakes come in from the fringe” surprised and disappointed me. To 

associate the Scottish National party (SNP) with the other political factions mentioned under 

the fruitcake heading does it a huge disservice. The SNP has been in power in Scotland since 

2007 and in 2011 gained 45.4% of the total votes cast there. To state that Nicola Sturgeon 

was put on this earth “to irritate English voters” is a poor reflection on her political career. 

She has been an integral part of the Scottish political scene for many years and deserves more 

respect. 

Alastair McCall, Glasgow 

DOUBTING THOMAS  

Daniel Johnson’s defence of Thomas More is misplaced (“Mantel swings her axe at the 

wrong head”, News Review, last week). The saint and former lord chancellor did indeed 

exhibit learning and some tenderness, particularly in his relationship with his daughter, but 

compassion is not a word that can ever be applied to him. He presided over the burning to 

death of six so-called heretics and tortured in his home those he suspected of heresy. In at 

least one case he wrote words that exulted in the agony of the condemned man who had been 

consumed by the flames. He was responsible for the mass burning of books. He was a person 

of principle, all right; the only problem was that he embraced the wrong principles.  

Seamus McKenna, Dublin 14 

BORDER INCIDENT  

France may well claim to be deploying an additional 15,000 security personnel to guard 

schools, train stations and cultural sites after the Charlie Hebdo massacre in Paris, but there is 

little sign of increased alertness at the Spanish-French border on the Mediterranean coast. 

Last week I crossed the frontier one day heading north and heading south the next day and 

there were no border personnel from either nation. 

Robin Adrian Flood, Catalonia 

GROUNDING HIGH-FLYERS  

In the development of air-traffic control systems, your article suggests that safety, efficiency 

and the ability to give precedence to high-value customers will be prime objectives (“Smart 

skies to let ‘gold card’ flyers land first”, News, January 18). There was no mention of the 

alleviation of noise and pollution suffered by so many who live near airports (steeper glide 

paths, for example). This is yet another pointer that we sleepwalk towards horrendous levels 

of inequality in our unrepresentative democracy. 

James Cornhill, Brentford, London 

NAME GAME  

Many thanks for letting your readers know about a possible new Jamie and Jools Oliver baby 

(“Superfit Jools eyes up 5th child”, News, January 18). May I suggest a national primary 

school competition to choose the name? After all, the winning entry couldn’t be half as daft 

as the ones given to the four previous arrivals. 

Adam Manktelow, Greenhithe, Kent 

FIGHTING KIWIS  



Max Hastings in his review of Peter Fitzsimons’s book Gallipoli states that New Zealanders 

in both world wars “were perhaps the finest of all allied fighters” without giving any further 

explanation for this utterance (“Bloodbath on the beaches”, Books, last week). Surely this is 

because New Zealanders, like Australians and Canadians, were all volunteers who signed up 

to fight, unlike conscript Britons. In the days when this country fielded a volunteer army it 

was equal to any in the world. 

Barry Marsden, Eldwick, West Yorkshire 

OUT OF TUNE  

Rod Liddle cites Phil Collins as an example of an upper-middle-class pop star (“Pop music 

needs working-class heroes — not James Blunt” , Comment, last week). Collins hails from 

Hounslow, in west London, his father worked in insurance, his mother was a theatrical agent 

and he didn’t go to public school. I suspect Liddle got him confused with his former Genesis 

colleague Peter Gabriel, who is from Godalming, in Surrey, and attended Charterhouse public 

school. 

Jon Tout, Altrincham, Greater Manchester  

BAD HARE DAY  

No, no, no — hares are not abundant up here in Scotland; our beautiful mountain hares are 

common only in the east and there are worries over their sustainability (“Florence Knight’s 

hare pappardelle”, Magazine, last week). They are a taste we can do without, and indeed I 

have yet to see a recipe — Knight’s included — where the pile of other ingredients and 

super-long cooking time would not suggest an old shoe could replace the creature. If hares 

have to justify their existence, then they can give us a lot more pleasure visually in the field 

than stuffed down our throats. What next — larks’ tongues? 

Margaret Clarke, Edinburgh 

FIT FOR A PRINCE  

Katie Glass, writing about her friend Cressida Bonas (“See ya, Harry — Cressida was always 

too cool to be a consort”, News Review, January 18) has clearly forgotten that “party-loving” 

Prince Harry was a combatant for his country in Afghanistan, excelled in his aircrew training, 

walked with wounded soldiers on a polar expedition and brought the Invictus Games to the 

UK. 

Lorraine Buckley, Great Fransham, Norfolk  

 

Complaints about inaccuracies in all sections of The Sunday Times, should be addressed to 

complaints@sunday-times.co.uk or Complaints, The Sunday Times, 1 London Bridge Street, 

London SE1 9GF. In addition, the Independent Press Standards Organisation (Ipso) will 

examine formal complaints about the editorial content of UK newspapers and magazines. 

Please go to our complaints section for full details of how to lodge a complaint.  

Birthdays  

Meg Cabot, author, 48; Don Everly, singer, 78; Terry Jones, comic actor, 73; Eleanor Laing, 

deputy Commons Speaker, 57; Laura Marling, singer, 25; Peter Sallis, actor, 94; Princess 
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Stéphanie of Monaco, 50; Harry Styles, singer, 21; Sir Peter Tapsell, MP and father of the 

House of Commons, 85; Stuart Whitman, actor, 87  

 

Anniversaries  

1851 novelist Mary Shelley dies; 1930 first Times crossword published; 1953 storms and 

floods in eastern England kill 307 people and leave 30,000 homeless; 1979 Ayatollah 

Khomeini returns to Iran after 14-year exile; 2003 space shuttle Columbia disintegrates as it 

re-enters Earth’s atmosphere, killing all seven crew  

 


